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Airporter Inc.

Same-day Luggage Delivery Service

Airporter creates more “time to be a tourist” by providing same-day baggage delivery services between

one’s accommodation and the airport. As there are not so many places in Japan that look after large baggage 

items belonging to the rapidly increasing amount of overseas visitors, even if one finds somewhere to drop 

off their baggage, it usually requires time and effort to return and pick up the luggage again. By using 

Airporter, overall travel experiences will improve and in turn lead to increases in domestic expenditure.
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atta Inc.

atta

Atta is an app that allows users to reserve flights and accommodation at reduced rates by sending 

notifications using AI during periods when rates are expected to be low. Currently, users can choose from 

1.38 million flights and accommodation, including hotels, Japanese-style inns, vacation rental, and holiday 

houses, worldwide. Through using travel-related big data and recognizing price trends using AI, this service 

provides users with push notifications at the perfect time to book cheap flights and accommodation, 

therefore leading to even bigger savings. In the case that the desired flight or room is unavailable, atta will 

instead search for other options and send push notifications when they become available. Available in 

Japanese and English, the current user base is 70% Japanese and 30% overseas users. 
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Bespoke Inc.

BEBOT

Bebot is a “chat bot” installed with a specialized travel AI engine developed in-house, and is already being 

used by over 10 million in Japan annually. Instead of using human resources, Bebot answers questions from 

travelers via users’ smartphones using AI, and also uses unique response logic to reduce congestion. 

Through this, it is being used at local governments, transportation services, and hotels that are concerned 

about overtourism as a way to help implement sustainable tourism.

Major users in Japan: Japan National Tourism Organization (JNTO), Narita International Airport, Hotel 

Okura etc. and many more
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Ecbo Inc.

ecbo cloak / ecbo pickup（in development）

Ecbo cloak is a temporary luggage storage sharing service connecting people who want to drop off their 

luggage with stores that have the space to store it. Users can make reservations ahead of time via the app or 

the ecbo website, to store their luggage at over 1000 shops with a range of different sizes and types of space 

in 47 prefectures including cafes, hairdressers, post offices, and within train stations.  

Ecbo pickup, on the other hand, is a service where courier deliveries paid for electronically, for instance, are 

available for pick up from over 50 different types of location already registered with ecbo cloak, including 

cafes, hairdressers, karaoke boxes, shrines etc.  (currently in development)
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Global Himalayan Expedition 

Impact Tourism to bring Solar Energy and Development to Remote mountain communities 

GHE is the world’s first organization conducting Climate Positive Traveler Expeditions. GHE Expeditions 

involve travelers from diverse backgrounds and different countries who come together to bring solar energy 

to the remote unelectrified villages in the Himalayas. The capital cost for the Solar grids is paid for by the 

travellers as part of their expedition fees. Through its “Impact Expeditions” GHE is able to leverage tourism 

as a force for holistic development for the remote communities. 
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Luup, Inc.

LUUP

LUUP is a business providing electric micromobility services including electric scooters. Through their app, 

users can take advantage of various micromobility services scattered around the city starting from where 

they want, when they want. This should improve traffic conditions for local citizens and convenience for 

travelers, contributing to the improvement of the value of real estate and stores. As these electric 

micromobility services are indeed electric, they are eco-friendly and easy for anyone to use, and their small 

size makes them easy to set up. They also solve the problem of getting to places 10-15 mins away on foot 

that would normally be a little far. 
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NEC Corporation

Travelling empty-handed using Digital ID (Facial recognition, ID coordination)

Using digital ID (facial recognition, ID coordination)  travelling empty-handed to hotels and stores in 

certain areas can now become a reality. Travelers will be able to check-in at airports and train stations and 

have their luggage sent to their hotel in advance, make purchases at various stores and ride public transport 

all via facial recognition technology making it easier to travel around and shop luggage-free which will 

increase local spending. We also plan to help develop tourism and local regions by sharing this advanced 

technology worldwide which will promote brands from Japan: a country known for its technological 

advancement.
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NOFATE, Inc.

smarTravel

We are creating a service that looks to relieve overtourism or eliminate it before it even occurs and is 

advantageous for local citizens, travelers and the tourism industry. By combining a prior reservation system 

with functions that recommend different times and areas when necessary, this service will look to even out 

the amount of travelers between the areas that are currently extremely crowded and those that are trying to 

attract more tourists. By calculating the optimal capacity of tourist areas and establishments that are facing 

overtourism, we will introduce a prior reservation system and avoid overcrowding allowing travelers to 

travel more comfortably. We also look to encourage tourists to visit places at different times to alleviate 

busy times of day and to visit places other than the popular tourists spots through more visual 

representations of crowds in particular areas.
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Office Support Service Inc.

TUMOCA Express – delivery service of belongings left behind and luggage from Japan to overseas

tourists

We provide an international delivery service where we send belongings left behind and/or luggage from 

hotels and other establishments back to the home of overseas tourists (non-residents of Japan). Once a hotel 

receives a delivery request from a guest, we contact the guest directly and handle the request from the 

payment all the way to the delivery of the luggage meaning that the hotel is not out of pocket, and reduces 

the workload of the hotel staff. By opting to send luggage ahead on the final day of one’s trip, travelers can 

enjoy their trip right up until the end without the burden of their luggage. This will alleviate congestion on 

public transport caused by overtourism and lead to great economic benefits. Our delivery system is patent-

pending.
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Gurunavi, Inc.

Distribution of multilingual disaster information to overseas visitors using LIVE JAPAN 

Sends information on occurring disasters in multiple languages to travelers who cannot read or understand 

Japanese, and are not familiar with the area they are in. Via GPS, provides travelers with disaster-related 

information from nearby local governments, and updated information concerning transport services 

Also, building a framework that allows institutions that have registered with LIVE JAPAN to send useful 

information in multiple languages in real time

There are already over 3,000 registered institutions that are able to send information to help visitors enjoy 

their holiday regularly, and send relevant information in the case of a natural disaster.

Even if a particular institution has only Japanese as their language of choice, information can be converted 

and distributed in real time in multiple languages.
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PIJIN Co., Ltd.

QR Translator

Signboards at tourist desginations or packages of goods written in one language can be easily translated into 

multiple languages by placing one QR code. This service does not require any dedicated app and a system of 

displaying translated texts according to the language setting of a smartphone of the user that read QR code 

was developed for the first time in the world (in 2011). Patents have been granted in Japan, the US, China, 

Russian and other countries. Currently, this service is available over 1,000 tourist facilities including in other 

countries.
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PLACEHOLDER, INC.

Little Planet

Little Planet is a next-generation entertainment park where “playing becomes learning” and operates 6 

permanent facilities mainly in Kanto area, Japan. We also held events in other areas and attracted 45,000 

visitors in one month. Our service is characterized in that it does not largely depend on physical hardware and 

devices but offers software-based experiences. By using this feature, we can easily update experiences or 

replace contents and expand them in other areas and countries. 
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SEKAI HOTEL

SEKAI HOTEL

We translate “daily life” in local areas into travel experiences through forming communities where SEKAI 

HOTEL, local communities and tourists gather. We renovate empty houses in local communities and use them 

as guest rooms. Guests can use local restaurants and spas for free or at a discounted price. The entire city has 

functions as a hotel and becomes a hotel. We provide not only experiences at major tourist destinations, but

also daily life experiences in local communities. Our concept is “we should experience ORDINARY, 

especially when we travel across the sea”.
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Shanghai Xishi info tech company

Timekettle KEYS

Timekettle KEYS is committed to building a global brand of AI translator by integrating cutting-edge 

technology and innovative design through the combination of artificial intelligence and hardware 

technology for travellers.
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Stroly

Stroly

Stroly is a platform of “design maps” and “location information”, enabling customers to link well-designed 

maps with location information and easily publish attractive design maps of local areas on-line, which was 

difficult to be achieved by traditional technologies. Moreover, we maximize the use of maps through area 

branding, improvement of engagement and analysis of usage and behavioral data of map users.
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TakeMeTour Private Limited

TakeMeTour

TakeMeTour is the largest marketplace for local tours hosted by local people in Thailand & Southeast Asia. 

We've built the platform & technology that empower more than 25,000 local people (across 65 cities) to list 

themselves as a tour guide to show travelers around their own neighborhood. This doesn't only give local 

people an extra income, but also help the country's tourism dispersal problem. This is a great benefit to the 

build a sustainable local tourism economy. Our goal is to enable travelers to see the world through the eyes of 

the locals.
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Tripla K.K.

tripla service

Tripla service offers a specialized accommodation booking system and AI chatbot for the travel industry. Our

accommodation booking system is SaaS-type in which users can complete a booking with only 4 clicks and

achieves a reservation rate of at least twice as high as traditional accommodation booking systems. It is

compatible to sales based on the number of persons per room and prices for children, which are specific

business customs in Japan, compare OTA prices and offers the best rate. AI chatbot is available in 5

languages in order to respond to the demand of oversea tourists. Around 90% of questions are answered by

specialized AI for travel, while multilingual operators of tripla respond to the remaining 10% of questions.
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WAmazing, Inc.

Specialized In-hand Travel Agency for Foreign Tourists Wamazing

We provide free SIM card at 22 international airports in Japan which account for more than 90% of the

share of entry routes of foreigners visiting Japan to solve problems of Internet communications during their

travel and attract them prior to the start of trip. We conclude direct contracts with ski resorts and hot spring

facilities with a focus on local areas. We provide inbound travelers with information on attractive local

experiences and on-line booking/payment services so that foreign travelers can view attractive features of all

around the country to encourage them to visit different places in local areas. This will prevent the

concentration of visitors in some areas and alleviate overtourism
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WheeLog

Barrier-free map created by everyone “WheeLog!”

A barrier free map created by everyone, “WheeLog!”, is a smartphone app in which barrier-free information

experienced by individual users is shared among them. Its main functions include 1) “posting of spots”

where users can post information on restaurants, bathrooms, elevators, etc. by means of photos and

comments, 2) “road logs” where wheelchair users display their routes of transfer on maps utilizing GPS

sensors on smartphones, 3) “request” where users can ask other users questions about information on spots

they want to know and 4) “tweet” where users post comments on this app and have exchanges.
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Wovn Technologies, Inc.

WOVN.io

WOVN.io is SaaS which realizes multi-language translation services of Websites and apps. WOVN.io can

be introduced to existing services and multilingual services using SaaS can reduce the period and costs of

development and lower the barriers of introduction. It can be introduced by media, businesses, EC, intranet,

etc. regardless of category and currently provides more than 15,000 sites with multilingual services. Our

mission is that “people all around the world can access all data in their own language”.


